Wedding Offer - Play me a violin!
Looking for something different, classic yet modern, magical and

inspiring, rather than a standard cheesy sound? The Viktor’s
Violin is just right for your bigday!

Moving between the precise expression, characteristic for classical music, and the playfulness and
charisma, typical for the pop performance, the violin player Viktor Angelov is a name that you
would like to hear on your event.
With 11 million views on different social networks,
and a notable performance on the world-famous
festival

of

electronic

music

“Electric Love” in Salzburg, 21 international prize
winner, studied at the famous Mozarteum in
Salzburg,

combining

with

the extraordinary

performance of “Despacito” claimed as the best
cover from the singer itself, Viktor has already
proven that the limits of the violin, as a generally
classical instrument, could be pushed away on
account of creativity and inventiveness.
Best of all, you are speaking directly to the
musician, who go above and beyond to provide a
unique experience tailored to you and your guests
personal tastes.
With regular showcase performances you can see and hear him live before booking, then pick and
choose the size and configuration of your dream sound for you event. As full-time professional
musician, he focuses on pop music, trying to experiment and incorporate his virtuosity and
impressive technique in this music genre. You shall be amazed how this sounds!

Hope to see you choose this experience and the vibe, the energy and speak to us about how we
can make your big day absolutely sensational!!
 Arrival - few hours pre-event to check the necessary logistics and preparation (in
agreement with the client)
 Dress code - Scabal, London's finest tailored suits & luxury fabric for an elegant and
professional look for your special day/event

 Equipment

Highly professional, costs more than 10.000 euros, acquired from the leading musical
industry ensuring a sound that has the highest level of quality:
 electric violin
 wireless connector for theviolin

 wireless monitoring system with headphones
 pedal effects

PRICE FOR UP TO 1,5HOUR:

-

800 EUR
Travel expenses
Accommodation included in the price
For further arrangements, please contact:

maestroangelov@gmail.com or visit my web site viktorangelov.com

